LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS FROM THE MUGHAL SCHOOL


2. **Humayun and Akbar in a garden Pavilion** by Abdus Samad, Gulistan Palace, Library, Tehran.

3. **Fowl** by Mansur, Property of G.C. Sturt Esg.


5. **Zebra** by Mansur dated 1621, Minto Album, Victoria and Albert Museum, London.


8. **The house of Shaikh Phul** to Bishandas, Bharat Kala Bhavan, Varanasi.

10. **Rustam Kills the white Elephant** Attributed to Riza
Chester Beatty Library & Gallery of Oriental Art,
Dublin.

11. **Old Sufi** by Farrukh Beg, Victoria and Albert Museum,
London.

12. **Aged Mullah** attributed to Farrukh Beg (Khuda
Bakhsh) Oriental Public Library, Patna.

13. **Self Portrait of Farrukh Beg** by Farrukh Beg,
Ardeshir Collection whereabouts, unknown.

14. **Bullock Chariot** by Abul Hasan.

15. **Portraiture of Sultan Khurram**, Arthur M. Sackler
Gallery, Smithsonian Institution.

16. **Turkey** by Mansur, Courtesy of the Trustees of the
Victoria and Albert Museum.


18. **Plan tree with squirrels** by Abul Hassan, India Office
Library.

20. **Marginal Design** by Goverdhan, Dated 1609-10, Album Staatsbibliothik Prussiseher Kulturbesilz, Berlin.

21. **Fontastic Border**.

22. **Jahangir Preferring A Shaykh to Kings** by Bichitr, Freer Gallery of Art, Smithsonian Institution.

23. **Naskh-and other styles** by the celebrated calligraphist Abdullah Tabbakh, Santiniketan Museum.


25. **Red blossoms**.

26. **Madona and child** attributed to Kesava Das, dated 1600-16-10, Salar Jung Museum, Hyderabad.

27. **Christ on the cross** attributed to Kesu Das, Gulistan Palace Library, Tehran.


29. **Jahangir Receiving Prince Parvez at Court**
attributed Manohar, Courtesy Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.

30. **Young girls drawing water Panghat Scene** from Raj Kumar courtesy.

31. **The Fisherman unable to hold the giant fish** by Manohar, dated 1600, Cincinnati Art Museum.

32. **Fragment of a hanging or floor spread western India**, Mid Seventeenth Century, Alice and Nosti Huramanec Collection.

33. **Carpet** with a Simurgh attacking the gajarmah or rukh, Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.

34. **Musician and Swardsman in European dress**, British Museum.

35. **Portrait of a Moroccan Calligraphist** by E Divet.

36. **Jahanir's Zodiac Coins** dated 1617-24 courtesy of the Trustees of the British Museum.

37. **Wine cup**, dated 1021, Museum of Art Rhode Island School of Design.
38. **Prince Salim hunting a lion**, Art and history trust courtesy of the Arthur M. Sackler Gallery, Smithsonian Institution.

39. **Camel fighting**, 1st quarter of the 17th century, courtesy Prince of Walls Museum of Western in India, Bombay.

40. **Celebration at Jahangir's Accession** by Abul Hassan, Courtesy of the Saint Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies Russian Academy of Sciences.


42. **Portrait of Prince Danyal** by Manohar, The Metropolitan Museum of Art.

43. **Portrait of Muinuddin Chishti** by Bichitr, Chester Beauty Library, Dublin.

45. Arof Khan, Sadiq Khan Mir Jumla and Afzal Khan accompanying the Procession attributed to Bishandas, The Royal Collection, Her Majisty Queen Elezabeth, The Royal Library, Windsor Eastle.